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Friends  00:46 

To be with you again today 

 

Martin  00:54 

we welcome you. We're glad you're here 

 

Friends  01:01 

He will speak to you today on a subject time is turning your ex alerts 

 

Martin  01:30 

very good, we are very interested in your views about that. 

 

Friends  01:39 

And there is a three way connection that is taking place when your explorers attempt to leave 

the physical world reality and into in a to the altered state. The first phase is to relinquish the 

physical senses as you well know what one needs to understand in this process after one can 

through the series, relax the physical body then one must then reach in and in a sense, a do 

the same preparation with the aspects that we demonstrated to you the aspects or is the 

mental energy that have become the guardians One could say are the guides of the entity and 

we have explained their purposes and their function and their existence to you to a degree 

these aspects are a guy says you choose to call them operate on the physical within the 

physical areas are very close to the physical body and when the physical body is brought in to 

the passive state, the next preparation would be for one and then two, find and a green and 

also a put these particular aspects which you call a part of your personality to rest these 

energies actually act as safe guards for the physical body and all a soul for the assurance of 

their existence and so, they become very active, when the physical body is placed in to this 

passive state. For then the physical body becomes a very vulnerable and then this Vaughn roll 

ability, the ash facts then in the manner of the mental processes began to as it were whisper 

they are active in other words and the Explorer may pre receive them in this state as of 

feelings and impressions rather is then in the mental if the brain of functioning or has become 

subdued enough, then there would be feelings of that one would be experiencing feelings of 

doubt and ceilings then of the annihilation of the being the physical and the aspects also for 

these particular aspects that have formed a community within the energy has become in a 



sense an entity of their own and they are dependent for their particular community on the 

existence of the physical body and question. So, then one must do then, as we said, get in 

touch with these particular aspects or they would be thought patterns that would be of various 

degrees and represent various types of philosophies. 

 

Friends  06:32 

The main problem that most the explorers run into is a big cause, usually, these people are 

very intelligent in that sense and also a be acquired then of the rational owl that they have with 

the earthly and with the the societies that they live in. So, they are fluctuating between the real 

and the offensive for and that which is not real in to delving into those areas which would 

border then on placing one in the state of imbalance are one then as one releases these 

aspects can have the feeling that one is losing as it were one's mind, because, these aspects 

and these fragments of the personality are is what gives a one is a balance on the earth plane 

and as they become subdued, then no one is left with that total of feeling that we try to speak 

up when one is not a dependent on these aspects until one becomes familiar with this and 

again the develop the familiar arity with with them selves and cease to identify with the aspects 

there is they go through that process of a doubt, because the aspects are tell them what is real 

and they act in in truth from where they perceive the reality is So, they tend to hold the 

individual to the earth plane and in control of the physical body and in control of the in a 

vironment. So, as one then understand this, then one can develop within their system a new 

with a new aspect, a new form of energy for as all of the other aspects contains energy and 

operate from a various degrees, the degrees of philosophies and concepts, then one can it is a 

matter then of a transference of energies as one begins then to put the credibility in the 

process to put credibility in the process that there is a another reality there are other realities 

and that these other realities are as credible As the physical world reality, and many Earthlings 

are believe this, although they do a degree, but they do not fully understand it. So, they do not 

in essence, trust it to the fullest extent and the way for one to again this trust is a by building as 

it were, by seeding energies in to that particular aspect, because the aspects of one's 

personality that tells one that this is not the true that it is imagination has much energy and this 

energy has been acquired through many of your years and through many philosophies and 

also because of the physical world that one can see touch and experience with a total body. 

So, then one must then 

 

Friends  11:11 

as it were, direct the attention and the consciousness to a new aspect, as you see the aspect 

is there, one could say in its infancy, or because the very act that one would wish to explore 

these areas indicate that there is an aspect there, that that particular energy does reside within 

the Explorer, but that it is of a lesser degree of energy. So, as it then wishes to express and 

grow, the other aspects tend to overwhelm it and the by forcing their attention through the fear 

factors or other various types of entrances into the consciousness, to direct the energy away 



from the new aspect are the new energies. So, as one then can allow the new aspect to gain 

you could say even through your types of reasoning, and as the energy in the new aspect, 

again gained its energy to it then can acquire the greater amount of energy and as then the 

desire the aspect to build from desire to understand or to explore, as this gains momentum and 

gains energy, then when the doubt the factors when the other aspects exposed expose 

themselves, then they a greater energy will be able to, to deal with them and in a sense of do 

them this again would be where one would face inner conflict within oneself. And when one 

can understand that all of the energies are within the physical body and within the mind or 

energies of that sense, and they are built and has been acquired and gained their energy 

through the various ways that we have described. And then one finds oneself with these 

various types of energies, opinions, ideas, and philosophies. Then when one even questions 

this and seeks to go in other areas, one will still have to deal with the energies that have been 

acquired and have become part of the entity and these as we say act generally under the 

assumption that they are protecting the entity the total personality so the greater energy would 

then dominate the personality with the other aspects are showing themselves at various times, 

due to conditions and to emotional response. So, as we demonstrated to you a small portion of 

the AES specs, and then we you see the ash specs were in agreement. So, you would 

understand that when the Explorer places them as shelves in the booth and subdued the 

senses and places the physical body in a state of complete vulnerability, it would be then the 

there is a the dependency the on as the the technicians and all So, a dependency on the 

aspects and or the other forces that they would be exposing themselves 

 

Friends  16:09 

to. So, there is there is a quite a deal of psychological adjustment along with the tune of the 

physical body and with the mental processes, that there is still the avant rule of vulnerability as 

the physical body is released and as the aspects step aside, then the the channel becomes, as 

it was, we're completely vulnerable to the technicians and so, there must be a complete 

reliability of our empathy with the technician and all So, then with the forces that one would 

open them ourselves up to for this energies to flow and the first step generally would be with 

with the acceptance and the feeling of comfort with the technician and a with the the voices 

voice of the technician is a not a completely it is not a necessary for the transmission of the 

into the entities to speak through the channel. However, the voice becomes the link of the 

possibly one could say the total link with the physical world reality for as the senses are 

subdued, and as the aspects move away and the energy from the aspects is a given over for 

the use of other energy of forces, you see, then the entity is a D pinned and in that sense on 

the voice of the technician to recall them and this is why in some instances when the questions 

are of a long duration with some channels, that the sound of your voice over a period of time 

would draw the aspects of the channel a back in two consciousness for this is what in that 

sense that as they released totally, they are within themselves are aware that the voice would 

bring them back. But so you see the it takes a very much your well he would say trust are at a 



we a channeling of energies and all of the aspects that would bring in a doubt and a flux 

illustration and also, there would be a process of what you call a time and this would vary With 

each channel, according to their physical abilities to relax and according to the individual 

aspects operating within them about as there would to be the process of the channel becoming 

familiar, first on the within the physical in that they relax the physical body and they then know 

that they, their contact with the technician would then build a confidence and then as the 

aspects within the personality began to release the energies and then they were brought back 

by the sound of the technicians of voice this would then 
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in crease, they the acceptance of the Asch specs, those parts of the personality that were 

acting as guardians and then they would become a more and more comfortable and would be 

willing then to release their their energy and in a sense act as a support in stepping a side for 

the communications and then in many instances is the first receptions that are communicated 

through our, from the aspects and If this occurs, it, it should be in courage, if at the aspects of 

the personality it takes on the control of the physical body, if it is a done with a very carefully 

worded assertion, then it they can in a crease, the acceptance in that the aspects then selves 

now, can experience a type of a total eclipse troll and also the aspects then again become 

aware and reach out in to the physical world reality through the avoid So, and so, this in a 

sense, allows the aspects to recognize that there is a there are other realities and that they 

operate, they are the selves you see operate as a community with all of the energies and 

desires of functioning to maintain the physical personality and as they it is expressed in the 

physical world as a total personality, then they act as in a sense as units and only when one is 

in let's say extreme conditions. Does one see a total part of the personality are the aspects to 

take over through emotions. But in many, many times what you witnessed is a a combination 

of the aspects producing the personality and in themselves on the inner energy feel level. They 

then are actually groups of it groups of energies that carry with them, they're the certain 

degrees of energy that would would produce a certain predominance in the personalities that 

you witness with the various types of personalities. That you see, so, as one then would even 

allow their ash specs, if if on automatically a channel began to experience the as a particular 

aspect of their personality this would be good for the Explorer. Here again is the line between 

thinking that these aspects are entities in the sense that man is an entity and recognizing that 

this is an entity on a another type of energy and it reaches a point where it can express itself 
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in whatever manners that it would express itself, then it understanding, you see, what is it what 

is happening for if this occurred with a channel and if it were, we would say for the sake of 

example, that it were was an aspect of the personality that would not be particularly pleasing, 

then, one would choose to think that this was an entity in the sense of an entity that thinks like 

Earth entities, and that it was possessing the and entering in and possessing is a person would 



cause then all of the other aspects, then to become alarmed at this releasing of this particular 

aspect. And so, it could cause a difficulty in the psychological total personality of the channel in 

the physical world reality and then the again merging, but, if one then would get in touch with 

these aspects and deal with them on the level of understanding that they It is part of their 

energy the aspects that were demonstrated to you is a part of the energies of the channel and 

they operate on a degree as individual entities in energies and could be, if not subdued by 

each other different aspects of them could gain a control of the total energy, but here again, 

even it would be a part of the energy and not an external as you would think of an x as an X 

ternal energy entering in and so, then one needs to explore and understand the aspects 

because these aspects will have to be dealt with and they will have to be dealt with and 

recognized and that they will would have to agree to the as you would say stepping aside to 

reach areas and to reach energies that then are without outside of their particular energy field. 

So, the channel then would be in the position of being a dependent on the technician and then 

being a dependent of first on their aspects and then dependent on a sources outside the realm 

and as we explained to you Is speak to you from a another source of energy. However, we use 

our and are using the energies and the concepts of energies on the earth plane to bring this 

transmission to you, for we have no other way except through concepts with this particular 

method here. So, we would say that the de zire 
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the channel, one a seeking knowledge of there being a would be the first step and would 

indicate that, that thought in itself would automatically produce the hos ability and the 

probability there are many on the earth plane, who have no interest in the things that we speak 

of. This is what I would say, when I would say that it is not possible for all men to know, 

because they do not wish to know, but if one wishes to know or that would then be they, the 

the key to the achieving of that which they wish and they wish to know they wish to reach the 

total of freedom under standing, they wish to find as it were the answers and the wish to reach 

a state of total as it were knowing in that sense is possible and one, how ever with the thought 

and desire, that would be the key then one must then begin the process of under standing, as 

one seeks to understand then one would start with the self. And in these lessons, this is what 

we have tried to explain to you and the desire to know if for one's self, this would be what one 

should would be seeking the desire and one must have been many times the aspects are 

assist in certain areas with this, in that the aspects learning that they could possess powers, 

psychic powers, these are the aspects then agree in many times to explore these areas of new 

thought. They were enticed as it were with the knowledge that they could gain all manner of 

powers and psychic abilities. And so, that is all in many, many, many on the earth plane have 

used this to subdue or to entice the aspects within the personality to even allow the thought of 

further knowledge to to, to come in. And there are many who have entered in to the greater 

way of understanding through the enticement of the powers gained through the psychic 

senses. But if one would seek the true knowledge Then the energies in the of the aspects of 



seeking the psychic knowledge, you see, as they act as a way and as a ladder, to reach that 

knowledge, if one becomes a side attract in, in to the psychic areas, then one can get 

contained within that aspect. So, the greater there what we would say, would be to have the 

greater knowledge as one's gold and the the 
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powers are, that are part of the aspects and the other energies, understood understanding 

what they are, and is seeking the true and the true self in that the conscious the survival of the 

consciousness itself and is all of that one it literally has, and all that one on in the earth plane 

has any control in that sense over is the power of their own consciousness and what they 

choose to experience and to allow to flow through them. And so, if one understands this, and it 

ceases again to reach out and do control or the external conditions around themselves and 

begins to seek the inward control and becomes familiar with their own inner aspects, and then 

they will, they will be, you could say, reach through and could communicate through it would 

say the earthly energies to energies, that operate on a within a different area, other than the 

physical world, which we explained some water to you in the others session. And so, it is a, it 

is a very, very deep subject to speak of the channels, because each channel is So, totally 

different. And each channel would be handled within their own aspects and their, their guides 

their aspects or their guides as you choose to call them. And then reaching out to the other 

sources of energy that is a available about you see, it is available in a sense that would be 

totally different from the earth energies, all of the psychic abilities, all of the many, this type of 

manifestations belong to the earth energies, and are part of that interplay within the energies of 

the earth and are quite all right for one to deal with as we have said to be 

 

Friends  38:57 

for. 

 

Friends  38:59 

If one is a seeking control, in that sense of the earth energies for the sake of of their powers 

are in for the sake of new philosophies, then one is still engaging in the interplay of the earth 

energies and this again is quite all right, and your guides your aspects. And these energies will 

cooperate with you and gave you much much assistance about UC then again, they win 

because if your consciousness is directed to them, in the short as soldier and on the earth, 

then there is the in enjoyment of the accomplishment. But if the consciousness is not prepared 

and aware of The greater then at the point of a death, the redistribution would take place rather 

than the control of the consciousness and the awareness of the individual to a trend sin, that 

what you call the earthly death, to a trends and the physical and in to the first area, which is 

the other side of the physical and you call the spirit world, which again is all of the earth planes 

manifestation, so many consciousnesses as they, they can transcend the death experience, 

and they can maintain the consciousness in the spirit world. And they operate within the spirit 



world with that control of the consciousness, which is different from the aspects that we speak 

of, but then the consciousness remained in the spirit, and what you call your spirit world and 

still remains part of the domain of the physical matter, reality. And what we speak of is a 

another is a different stage, a, it's a point beyond the physical and the spiritual world that you 

are familiar with the energies we would say the energies that produce these worlds are of a 

certain nature and the ideas and concepts that we have said his man's reception of them, and 

the inner reactions in them, whether they be of your good or you're bad, remain within, and 

whether they be heaven or hell, in the spirit world remain within the bounds of the energies of 

the physical world reality and there are energy systems that are active and functional and 

beyond and completely outside of the physical world reality and the way for man to to 

transcend the the physical and the non physical world of the earth plane is through the gaining 

of the consciousness through the control of the consciousness, as we discussed somewhat in 

a session yesterday. So for your explorers, we would say that is the process of one step at a 

time as we have outlined to a degree and the desire and the knowledge that it is there. And the 

knowledge is that one it can remained quite stable as it functions in the physical world, and 

becomes familiar with other worlds. Indeed, 

 

Friends  43:53 

we have enjoyed the session we feel airtime is up. So we will say Good day. Good day 

 

Martin  44:00 

to you. And thank you. Yeah. I'll give you a few minutes to clear your throat. 

 

Marie  44:18 

Okay. All right now. 

 

Martin  44:21 

Oh. Well, our session is over and I want to let you have you count down with me. Now we'll just 

count backwards from 10 and get you down to the normal state of consciousness. And it's 

good when I hear you count with me. 

 

Friends  44:47 

10 

 

Martin  44:52 

night 

 

45:03 

Seven six. 

 



Martin  45:11 

Be aware that you're going to feel fine and balanced and functioning and all your energy 

systems you'll feel normal and healthy and awake and alert when we get to 15443 

 

Martin  45:49 

grounding signal for you there now to 

 

45:51 

to 


